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1 Introduction

This report outlines the work performed under Phase I of this contract. The
remainder of this document is organized as follows: This chapter identifies
and defines the scope of the problem. The system requirements are then
presented in the second chapter. The third chapter discusses a proposed
design. Following this the design issues considered and the description of a
demonstrator system are presented in the two chapters followirng.

1.1 Problem Identification

Modern spacecraft are among the most complex machines of our age. Space-
craft consist of several complex interacting subsystems, such as the structure
subcystem, the thermal management subsystem, the electrical power sub-
system, the communications subsystem, and the guidance, navigation, and
attitude control subsystems. These subsystems are not only very complex by
themselves, but also have intricate interdependencies which seriously affect
the overall reliability of the spacecraft. Future spacecraft systems will be
substantially more complex than their predecessors. Factors contributing to
increased complexity are:

"* An increasing number of spacecraft are being designed with multiple
mission goals.

" Many spacecraft are no longer individual entities performing their single
missions. They are part of a set of cooperating systems acting in unison
to achieve complex objectives.

"* Spacecraft systems are more autonomous with much less ground inter-
action or control.

" Spacecraft systems are being designed with demanding performance
requirements. Performance requirements may be precision pointing,
shape control, fast and accurate maneuvers, etc.

This increased complexity of space systems conflicts with the added require-
ment of extended operational life.

Increasing the lifespan and mission effectiveness of spacecraft involves im-
proving the reliability of spacecraft components and incorporating Failure



Detection, Isolation, and Recovery (FDIR) systems which provide fault tol-
erance. Fault tolerance contributes to the reliability, maintainability, and
survivability of spacecraft.

Traditional FDIR techniques provide limited levels of fault tolerance in mod-
ern spacecraft because of the large number of components in spacecraft sub-
systems and their complex interactions. Spacecraft subsystems may contain
several layers of redundancy to provide a basic level of fault tolerance. Fail-
ure recovery may be "hard wired", limited to a fixed set of failures, or even
based on decisions made from the ground control station. These systems are
limited in their FDIR capabilities since:

"* Potentially catastrophic failures (ie. structural damage) may require
complex reconfiguration capabilities.

"* Even simple failures may require real-time modifications in order to
prevent performance degradation.

"* Failure detection, as well as isolation and recovery may require intelli-
gent decision making abilities.

"* System level decisions require a knowledge of the overall architecture
and inter-dependencies, which may be available only on the ground.

To achieve higher levels of fault tolerance intelligent systems for FDIR have
been explored. Specifically, a hierarchy of expert systems for the On-Orbit
Supervisor for Controlling Spacecraft has been investigated as depicted in
Figure 1. By incorporating expert capabilities of reasoning methods, as rules
of inference and factual information, on-orbit FDIR abilities can be made
more robust and reconfigurable. Characteristic of experts is their ability to
trace symptoms to faults in situations which had not been predicted previ-
ously. A system with such capabilities can respond to situations for which
no "hard wired" solution exist- Additionally, experts have the ability to dy-
namically respond to performance constraints and apply different strategies
to problem solving. Most importantly experts utilize their knowledge to effi-
ciently solve problems, rather than use combinatorially explosive brute force
techniques. Faced with the increasing complexity of spacecraft subsystems
and their interactions, the applicatiot, of intelligent methods promise to tame
FDIR for future spacecraft systems.
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of expert systems

Using the hierarchal expert systems has shown several advantages:

"* Modularizing expertise decreases the complexity of the expert system.

"• Different approaches to problem solving and knowledge representation
can be chosen for each module to increase its efficiency and effective-
ness.

" Redundancy can be built into modules through duplication of services.
(Functional Redundancy)

"* Information analysis using different knowledge sources can be utilized.

"* A hierarchical system of semi-autonomous experts is suited to dis-
tributed processing, which is becoming a standard in modern space-
craft.

"* Expertise can be located near data sources requiring analysis. Trans-
mission of analytical result reduces data transmission requirements.
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* The ability to structure problem solving into self-contained processing
modules makes the system more resilient to hardware and software
errors than a monolithic system.

1.2 Scope of the system

The major tasks of the on-orbit supervisor are:

"* Planning and scheduling of spacecraft operations and diagnostics

"* Recovery and Reconfiguration enable the mission to continue when
recoverable faults are encountered

"* Isolation of the source of a fault

"* Prediction of the behavior of components and systems

"* Detection of faults by comparing predicted and observed behavior

"* Execution of operations and their monitoring

"* Controlling and coordinating the tasks of the on-orbit supervisor

Performing FDIR is one of the primary tasks of the supervisor. The various
phases involved in this task are first defined below.

Failure detection is the identification of actual behavior from predicted be-
havior. For example, a state estimator may be used to predict future behavior
of a device. A fault is detected by sensing the behavior of a component or
components and comparing the actual values with values predicted by the
state estimator.

Failure Isolation is the process that uses information about a fault to locate
a component or components whose misbehavior is responsible for the fault.
Isolation may be broken down into two steps. The first step is the process
of identifying candidate component-, which may cause the fault. Compo-
nent(s) are then singled out which are responsible for the fault(s). Isolation
should be capable of identifying faults in the monitored device and faults
in the monitor. Proper identification of failed component(s) assure reliable
information is used during the spacecraft's mission. Reliable identification
of faulty components assures that healthy components are available for use.

4



Failure Recovery and Reconfiguration attempts to restore performance and
stability to within acceptable limits. Recovery and reconfiguration may mod-
ify the model or gains when the plant is altered. Missing sensor information
may be reconstructible from other measurements. Controls may be designed
off-line for all possible failures or may be redesigned on-line.

Real-time control of the processes of failure detection, isolation and recovery
is also necessary. FDIR must respond dynamically to changes in the mission
and to results of the subproblems of failure detection, isolation, and recovery.
Alternate sources of information may be utilized to add confidence to facts
or results derived from those facts.

Diagnostics may be planned to detect failed, degraded or fragile components.
By performing routine diagnostics, faults may be isolated before they af-
fect performance. Planning takes into consideration availability of resources,
relevance of the the tested device to future mission exercises, detection of
degrading components, and prediction of component degradation.

In addition to FDIR, the on-orbit supervisor is responsible for planning and
scheduling of spacecraft operations. The on-orbit supervisor will execute and
monitor operations. Running routine diagnostics will also be the on-orbit
supervisors responsibility.

'5



2 System Requirements Definition

This section describes the generic tasks which the On-Orbit Supervisor for
Controlling Spacecraft must perform.

1. Detection of faults. Fault detection is identified as part of the task of
monitoring. System status information triggers alarms when the be-
havior of a device(s) does not fit within the range of normal operation.
What constitutes an alarm condition is context dependent.

2. Isolation of faults. The isolation of faults is a diagnostic problem.
Diagnosis is based upon the interpretation of some potentially noisy
data. To accomplish the task a diagnostician must have knowledge
of the systems organization, relations between components and how
the subsystems interact. The process of diagnosis is made difficult
by intermittent failures, noise in data which may mask the problem,
failures in diagnostic equipment, the inaccessibility of data, and the
masking of faults due to multiple failures. The diagnostic process can
be broken down into finding candidates components which may have
caused the fault and the singling out of the component(s) which are
responsible for the fault(s).

When data is insufficient or inaccessible for diagnosis, available data
may be interpreted to find a plausible explanation of events. The expla-
nations must be consistent with known data and correct with respect
to properties of the system. Since data may be inconclusive, incor-
rect, and inconsistent interpretations must be capable of using partial
descriptions, contradictory information, and the correctness of the in-
terpretation is also suspect. The line of reasoning of such systems may
be quite extensive.

3. Recovery and reconfiguration when faults occur. Recovery and recon-
figuration may require the system to adapt itself to a new set of capa-
bilities. This miij require redesign of a control in catastrophic circum-
stances. Information from alternate sources substitute for data which
is now inacessible or unreliable. Recovery may be necessary from a
nuisance trip for the system to reestablish its normal operation. Re-
covery and redesign may come from predetermined plans for certain
failures.
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4. Prediction of system behavior. Estimates of behavior will be in the time
domain and may be generated both quantitatively and symbolically.
For example, a Kalman Filter can be used to estimate the state given a
component model. Symbolically we would expect the value of a variable
derivable by separate systems to be the same.

5. Consistency enforcement. Data from sensors may be unreliable. Re-
sults based upon unreliable data may be inconsistent with accurate
sources. Likewise results from different methods of derivation may be
inconsistent. The role of consistency enforcement is to assure correct
information is utilized and incorrect or unreliable data does not prop-
agate throughout the system. Consistency enforcement has local and
global considerations.

6. Fault impact. Assessment of the impact of a fault not only can help
minimize degradation of the plant or mission (when there really is a
fault), but also yields predictions about system behavior which may
be useful for detecting nuisance trips, a false indication of failure. If
system behavior is predicted assuming a fault has occurred, the pre-
dicted behaviors are not found there is reason to believe a fault has not
occurred. The impact can be assessed locally and globally.

7. Diagnostics may be planned to detect failed, degraded or fragile com-
ponents. By performing routine diagnostics, faults may be isolated
before they affect performance. Planning may take into consideration
availability of resources, relevance of the tested device to future mis-
sion exercises, detection of degrading components, and prediction of
component degradation.

7



3 Proposed Design

Based on tF -ý requirements laid down in the previous section, along with all
the design considerations discussed, a design is proposed for the Supervisor.
It is proposed that the ASTREX facility be used to demonstrate a prototype
of such a system. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First
an overview of the architecture of the hierarchical expert system is presented.
This is followed by a discussion on the Scheduling and Planning algorithms.
The different types of faults that can occur in a typical spacecraft system are
then discussed. This is followed by a section that addresses Failure Detection,
Isolation and Recovery.

3.1 Architecture Overview

The ASTREX test article will be used to demonstrate the supervisor system.
The supervisors will interface with the controller, sensors, actuators, struc-
ture, and power subsystems (Figure 2). Three subsystem supervisors will be
used (one each for the control, power and structure) along with a system level
supervisor. Mission objectives will be set and programmed into the system
level supervisor. Failures will be induced in each of these subsystems and the
system will then act to achieve the mission objective using the appropriate
FDIR techniques.

The supervisors are both goal directed and reactive. Supervisors will plan
actions to accomplish mission goals, follow through with their execution, and
monitor system health. They also react dynamically to faults that occur in
their subsystems or occur in other subsystem and affect their operations.
Each of the supervisors is semi-autonomous. Supervisors have their own
problem solving capabilities and can provide FDIR services without the aid
of their supervisor and peer supervisors. Each supervisor is responsible for
FDIR of a specific subsystem or component. However, they are all working
toward the common goal of system wide FDIR.

Communication between supervisors may be directed toward specific supervi-
sors or broadcast to all supervisors. Each supervisor knows which supervisor
should be notified when particular values are updated or certain events occur.
Messages are categorized as Warnings, Expectations, Commands, Reports,
and Questions. Messages are prioritized as low, medium, and high. Messages
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Figure 2: ASTREX testbed

from a supervisor's supervisor are weighed more heavily than others.

Messages may convey warnings about a possible situation which may be oc-
curring. Warnings are issued as a precaution and are issued based on tenta-
tive results. Supervisors may transmit expectations of some event occurring.
Expectations inform about future events such as operations to be executed,
parameter level to exceed alarm levels, and changes of status. Commands
flow top down. For each command, the executor will report on the success
or failure of execution along with pertinent status information to its super-
visor. Questions seek to attain information from other supervisors. In reply
a Report will be issued.

For each of the tasks that the supervisor must perform, different constraints
define the representation and processing methods. Forward or backward
inference methods and confidence factors are among the choices to be made.
Additionally, the different tasks must share information with each other.
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3.2 Blackboard

To satisfy the above constraints and the distributed aspects of the super-
visors a blackboard architecture is proposed for each supervisor (Figure 3).
A blackboard separates the facts and knowledge used for each of the su-
pervisor's tasks into small manageable units. The separation of facts and
knowledge for each task enables the supervisor to switch its activity quickly
and appropriately to suit the current situation. This approach offers a great
deal of flexibility, since the most efficient representation can be chosen for
each problem domain. The blackboard approach is also easily amenable to
distributed processing.

A blackboard system consists of a global database called a blackboard and
its associated problem solvers or Knowledge Sources (KSs) [7],[9]. The black-
board is separated into control and domain databases. The control and do-
main databases are subdivided into different areas of knowledge. Domain
problem solvers (KSs) perform tasks such as fault detection, fault isolation,
fault recovery and reconfiguration, state estimation, and mission planning.
The control problem solver decides which pending domain problem should
be solved next. In expert system terminology a blackboard is a factbase and
a knowledge source is a rule base. Each KS employs its own method of prob-
lem solving. KSs share information through the objects in the blackboard.
Information sharing among supervisors is done by message passing.

Consider a scenario on the ASTREX testbed where the mission objective is
to perform a large angle slew maneuver. The reaction wheel control system as
well as the Slb and 2001b thrusters are available. The control problem solver
in the system level supervisor will select the "Planning" KS for execution (see
Figure 4) which in turn will write to the blackboard the parameters defining
the maneuver. The "Planning" KS will, for example, attempt to optimize fuel
consumption or maneuver time depending on mission criticality, and provide
the appropriate slew rates or acceleration profiles. The system supervisor
will then record in the I/O database a message to be sent to the GN&C
supervisor containing the slew commands and profiles.

Within the GN&C supervisor, the local "Planning" KS will be selected to
determine the combination of thrusters and/or reaction wheel commands to
use [14]. Next the "Execution" KS which is basically the interface to the

10
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Figure 3: Blackboard overview

subsystem itself will be selected. The supervisor will then go into a monitor-
ing phase where the "Sensing and Detection" KS will be selected. If a failure
is detected then the "Fault Isolation" and "Recovery and Reconfiguration"
KSs will be selected in sequence. The recovery process for example could
involve the use of redundant actuators to compensate for the failure.

The generic structure for a supervisor is given in Figure 4. The domain
blackboard is divided into eight segments. The segments are I/O, Planning,
State Description, Recovery & Reconfiguration, Diagnosis, Prediction, Ob-
servation, and Execution. The I/O segment contains data for communication
with other supervisor blackboards and with the spacecraft subsystems. The

Planning segment holds data for planning mission activities, health monitor-
ing, and coordinating with other supervisors. The State Description segment
contains a description of the components under command of the supervisor
and their status. The Recovery and Reconfiguration database has plans for
recovery and reconfiguration including canned controls and control redesign
procedures. Isolation data includes candidate faulty components, isolated
faulty components, hypothesis about actual spacecraft behavior, knowledge

11
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Figure 4: Generic Supervisor Domain Blackboard

of alternate sources of parameters, and functional and behavioral knowledge
of the spacecraft. The Prediction segment contains information about the
effects of actions and predictions of the state including the state estimate.
The Observation space includes sensory and comparison information. The
Execution segment contains knowledge of how to command components and
how to react to failures.

3.3 Planning and Scheduling

Supervisors will need to plan operations. Planning is necessary for command
execution, routine diagnostics, dynamic response to new situations and the
satisfaction of real-time constraints. The system supervisor will also plan the
mission. Mission planning requires the system supervisor to effectively use
system resources and cope with degradation of performance and capabilities.

Routine diagnostics may be used to identify faulty components before their
use. Diagnostics may be scheduled at regular intervals. The intervals may
be changed if a pattern of faulty behavior is noticed. In addition to exer-
cising components, diagnostics will be used to detect problems before alarm

12



levels are reached. Information from various parts of the spacecraft will be
integrated to perform this task.

3.4 Types of faults

Failures in spacecraft subsystems can cause unexpected and/or undesirable
conditions. These conditions may result in the loss of precision pointing ca-
pability, the loss of attitude control causing excessive spin rates, tumbling,
overheating, and other system malfunctions. The failures in spacecraft opera-
tions can be attributed to failures in individual subsystems. A representative
set of subsystem failures that can occur on the ASTREX facility are listed
below.

"* Supervisor failure

"* Structure failures

"* Sensor failures

"* Actuator failures

"* Air supply inadequacies

"* Power supply/transmission failures

Structural failures could include for example the loosening of joints in the
truss. In addition the structural characteristics can be changed by stiffen-
ing or softening active truss members. The controller can then be made to
reconfigure to adapt to this change. Sensor failures could be classified as
partial and total failures. Partial failures could be caused by excessive noise,
loss of calibration or bias/offset/drift errors. Total failures will cause the
sensor to become unusable. Actuator failures will be simulated by shutting
off the thrusters or by reducing the thrust level. Failures can also be induced
in the reaction wheels. Power supply failures can cause a component to be
ccmpletely cut off, or cause a "brown-out" condition. Also, a partial failure
within the power unit can result in reduced wattage output. This in turn will
require decisions to be made on which components are essential and need to
remain active.

13



3.5 Failure Detection, Isolation and Recovery

Failure detection in the plant will be based on State Estimation theories. A
discrete Kalman Filter as discussed below will be used to estimate the system
outputs around nominal operating conditions j11.

The discrete Kalman filter for a component model may be given as:

Xk+l = AXýk + BUk + F(z k- MQk)

where Zk Uk, A, B, M, F, are known. For this model, the variables are defined
as:

A
Zk = measurements
A- A

,k = discrete state estimator
Zk - MXk = white, zero mean,

gaussian sequence (same covariance, as

process noise) , vk

V, white, zero mean

gaussian measurement sequence

The measurement residual (zk - M..kk) will be provided to "Failure Detec-
tion". If the measurement residual indicates an error condition the residual
vector will be passed along with the error condition to trigger "Failure Iso-
lation".

Failure Isolation identifies the component or components responsible for the
fault symptoms. A model of the devices and components can be used for
failure isolation. The device description includes structural, functional, and
behavioral information. Methods of knowledge representation for failure iso-
lation using models include causal networks, qualitative physical models, and
belief networks [10]. Components responsible for the fault are identified by
propagating symptoms through the model and testing the results.

The effects of component interactions should be described locally in terms of
interactions of connected components, the locality principle [4]. The degree
of detail of the model depends on the architectural fidelity desired. Sufficient
detail must be included to detect and isolate faults which are recoverable.

14



Once the failure has been isolated its impact must be assessed. The as-
sessment will determine whether the failure is critical to the operations of
the spacecraft and whether any action needs to be taken. Precautionary
measures will be built into the system to avoid nuisance trips.

If the performance requirements of the spacecraft cannot be met in the pres-
ence of the failure condition the controller will be redesigned accounting for
the failed Actuator or Sensor. "x'Miodel Identification" algorithms based on
the q-Markov Cover theory developed for ASTREX will be used to identify
the new system model [2].

3.5.1 Output Variance Control

Output variance control techniques developed for ASTREX will be used to
redesign the controller with the identified model [3]. The OVC algorithm
seeks to design a controller to minimize the input energy subject to out-
put variance inequality constraints. Consider the following time - invariant
stabilizable and detectable linear system.

S= Ax + Bu + Dw

y = Cx

Z = Ix +.v

The output variance control design problem determines the control gain G
(and filter gain F) that minimizes

J = EUTRu

Subject to the inequality constraints

Eyi'(t)s , = ,. ,n

The controller redesign will be performed as an off-line process and the re-
designed controller will be downloaded to the real-time computer.
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4 Design Issues and Approaches

In this chapter, we identify some of the potential problems and design issues,
followed by suggestions on design approaches that address them.

4.1 Constraints

Several constraints are important to ensure the FDIR system is effective.
Constraints on on-orbit computer systems include the real-time processing
and communication requirements demanded by a system. The resources
available and response time required of the system will vary with the current
objectives of the spacecraft mission. The resource requirements of mission
execution will decrease the resources available to the FDIR system. Flexibil-
ity in resource utilization is needed maximize mission effectiveness. Just as
components may misbehave or fail so may the sensors that measure compo-
nent behavior or state. False indication of failure, or nuisance trips should be
located quickly to prevent operation abortion and maintain the availability
of useful components. False information should be discovered to prevent its
propagation and prevent decay in mission effectiveness.

Making decisions in the face of uncertainty is inherent to the domain. Data
from sensors may be unreliable. Degradation of components is to be ex-
pected. Performance requirements of mission phases restrict our ability to
gain and analyze information from redundant sources. Faults may occur si-
multaneously. Decision making using uncertain knowledge has its own prob-
lems. Propagation of misinformation can have devastating results. Associat-
ing faults with a reliable component has two results. The reliable component
may no longer be properly utilized. The unreliable component is undetected
and may further degrade the mission.

Using knowledge from multiple sources helps to reduce uncertainty. Multiple
sources may come from redundant sensors and analytical models. Adding
redundancy may reduce uncertainty, but also increases the likelihood of fail-
ures.

16



4.2 Design Issues

Important problems which may be encountered in the domain of the On
Orbit Supervisor for Controlling Spacecraft are summarized below.

1. Unreliable Data. Just as the equipment being monitored may fail, the
monitoring equipment can also fail or be lost. This complicates the task
of the FDIR system. To overcome this problem evidence from multiple
sources utilizing probablistic, fuzzy or inexact reasoning models can be
used.

2. Time - Varying Data. Information about the system state changes as it
executes its mission. This include information about position, mission
phases, power levels, model of the system, etc.

3. Single Line of Reasoning may be too weak. Providing redundant paths
of reasoning can provide a confirmation of our conclusions. There is a
potential for added fault tolerance through multiple perspectives. By
incorporating this knowledge into a search the strengths of separate
models can be combined. Propagating constraints from one line of
reasoning to another reduces uncertainty.

4. Single Knowledge source too weak. A malfunctioning system can fool
us. By using knowledge from different sources we can gain new evidence
for failure detection and failure isolation. A failure in one system may
have predicted effects in another. Consulting other systems can remove
uncertainty and resolve conflicts.

5. Unreliable Knowledge. Diagnostic procedures may profitably make as-

sumptions about the reliability of equipment and the number or nature
of faults. In the diagnosis process these beliefs may be revised. Knowl-
edge of the plant and how component are configured and perform will
vary as the system experiences faults and degrades.

6. Interaction of subproblems. (Least commitment principle) The system
does not make arbitrary or premature decisions until there is enough
information. Least commitment principle coordinates decision making
based on the information available from sub-problems (possible method
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to minimize nuisance trips, however sometimes the system must com-
mit itself, either due to lack of data or due to the mission mode.)

Subproblem interaction is a result of using multiple lines of reasoning
and knowledge sources.

7. Modes of the mission will limit the resources available for use and the
priorities of the FDIR systems. During different phases of the mission,
goals such as safety, reliability, and effectiveness will take on different
sets of priorities.

4.2.1 Interaction between experts

The manner of cooperation has been the subject of many debates during this
project. There are several factors which must be balanced to maximize the
effectiveness. These factors are not independent and often conflict with one

another. Below is a brief description of each.

Sharing information benefits the system by providing additional redundant
sources of data, data for deriving redundant information, and data which may
give clues about the "real" behavior of the plant. The last class of information
helps restrict the set of possible behavior that the plant is exhibiting. No
one system has a complete view of the plant. Not every component can be
monitored and monitoring equipment can fail. By sharing information a more
complete and accurate assessment of the system state can be maintained.

Shared information can also be detrimental to the system when the infor-
mation is false or inaccurate. Propagation of false information throughout

the system can have devastating effects. Some information may need to be
hidden from other systems.

There are several options for sharing information. A global database with
all the data and knowledge of the experts accessible to all has no hidden in-
formation. Sharing can be restricted by placing partial results in the global
database instead of all information derived in intermediate steps. Instead
of a global database, local databases may be used. Local databases may
be nonintersecting or intersecting. Intersection may be total, i.e. duplicate
global databases, or partial. Duplicating frequently used information can be
more efficient than requesting information each time it is needed. However
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duplicated information may become outdated in a real-time system. Nonin-
tersecting databases generate the overhead of requesting information every
time it is needed. The cost of nonintersecting databases may be prohibitive
with a real-time expert system.

Communication bandwidth is limited. Sharing all knowledge in a global
database may be expensive. Excessive consumption of communication band-
width may not allow other objectives of the mission to be performed. Com-
munication should be minimized, but remain effective to FDIR. The demand
on communication bandwidth may vary with the phases of the mission. Dur-
ing times of heavy communication traffic, the experts must conserve commu-
nication bandwidth. During these phases decisions may have to be made
with less certainty than other phases.

Processing bandwidth is limited. By distributing and modularizing knowl-
edge, efficiency is gained by limiting the context of execution of the expert.
This does not mean CPU cycles are free. Again demand on resources will de-
pend on the phase of the mission and on the reliability of the plant. Certainty
of decision making may be lowered in these times. This may be accomplished
by lowering certainty levels or using methods which are faster, but are not as
accurate. A record of events which occur and can not be investigated thor-
oughly can be recorded. When sufficient time is available further evaluation
of reported anomalies can be examined and diagnostics can be scheduled.

4.2.2 Subsystem autonomy

Different experts have different perspective on the spacecraft. Experts su-
pervise different subsystems and the supervisor looks over them all. Each
does not have complete knowledge of the entire system by itself. Allowing
redundancy of results by separate experts, parallel fault tolerant capabilities
can be added. Inconsistent redundant results could be resolved with a vot-
ing mechanism or by analysis at a higher level of abstraction. Impossible or
inconsistent results could be disregarded.

Giving the subsystem supervisors little autonomy makes them too depen-
dent on the system supervisor. If the system supervisor becomes overloaded
real-time response may be lost as well as accuracy. The system supervisor
may experience failures in the hardware and software running the systems
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and failures in communication hardware and software. Making a subsystem
supervisor very autonomous decisions may be made prematurely, without
using information from other subsystems. A completely autonomous sub-
system supervisor makes judgements without reducing the uncertainty of its
local knowledge. Each of the supervisors should not accept information from
other supervisors as completely accurate.

4.3 Design Philosophy

Our design is motivated primarily by the need to combine multiple sources
of information, the need to attain real-time performance and the need to
effectively manage the complexity of spacecraft.

The hierarchical approach allows the distribution of processing capabilities
onto multiple processors. Additional advantages have previously been out-
lined. The hierarchy defines the lines of authority and organizational respon-
sibilities.

Further decomposition results in the construction of smaller efficient knowl-
edge base modules. Our decomposition is along the functional/organizational
lines of the spacecraft design. The approach is object centered [5],[111. An
additional benefit of this approach in that information is abstracted before
being presented to upper layers. Data is abstracted by perform an analysis
of data. The results of the analysis are an abstract representation of the
raw data. Communication traffic is reduced by transmission of abstracted
results.

Higher level layers incorporate more responsibility and have a wider range of
vision over system functions. Abstraction limits the amount of information
any one layer has to manage and control. Bounding the amount of infor-
mation and decision making capabilities in any one layer is associated with
intelligent capabilities [8]. Each layer has limited knowledge of the capabili-
ties of its superior and peers, but does know its subordinate' capabilities.

Information exchange is permitted among peers to broaden their view of
the system. Each node may know of redundant sources of information. Di-
rect communication with those nodes is permitted. The hierarchy is mostly
for authoritative lines and should not become a hindrance to performance.
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Knowledge of where partial results are is also important. Partial results can
be used to derive more results or constrain conclusions. Each peer must
be capable of performing its own task without the aid of others. Sharing
information is meant to enhance capabilities of other nodes.
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5 Demonstration System

5.1 Purpose

To exercise our conceptual framework developed and to help illustrate the
On-orbit Supervisor for Controlling Spacecraft Systems, we implemented
some simple scenarios that are prototypical of the On-orbit supervisors tasks.
The demonstration is to illustrate the roles of the supervisors, their coop-
eration during operation, and the communication among them. Since the
blackboard facilities were not built into any of the expert system shells that
we evaluated, a blackboard emulator was developed to further our evaluation
of our architecture. The demonstration system has showed the opportunistic
architecture of the blackboard system suitable for the problem.

5.2 Overview

There are three supervisors in the demonstration system, the system super-
visor, attitude control su•,ervisor. mnd the power supervisor. The supervisors
of the demonstration system are depitted in Figure 5. It is the system su-
pervisor's responsibility is to plan the mission. The demonstration system
has a mission task to maintain a new attitude. The demonstration system
beginM with the system supervisor planning to seek a new attitude. The sys-
tem supervisor must determine the parameters for this task. In this case a
preference for the type of actuator used is determined. Additional parameter
information might include acceleration and deceleration profiles. The "main-
tain new attitude" command is transmitted to the attitude control supervisor
for execution. Two possible execution sequences are shown in Figures 6 and
7.

The attitude control supervisor ,:arries out the command. To do so a control
law must be determined and actuators and sensors selected to meet the re-
quirements of the parameters of the command. In this process it may consult
with the power supervisor to obtain the current power output of the solar
panels and the current battery level. During execution of the maneuver the
attitude control supervisor monitors execution to detect errors. It may also
consult with the power supervisor to determine when conditions are suitable
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On-Orbit Supervtsor

System Supervisor

Attitude ContoI Power Supervisor
Supervisor R

Sensors & Power Subsystem
Actuators

simulation

Figure 5: Demonstration System

to switch actuators. If an error is detected during execution the attitude
control supervisor must isolate the fault and perform recovery and reconfig-
uration. If the attitude is lost or is uncertain due to a fault, the attitude
control supervisor will consult the power supervisor to determine the power
level. It will then attempt to use this information to deduce an approximate
attitude. This is an example of information sharing for intelligent FDIR.

The demonstration system has 8 different KSs, 11 triggers, and over 30 rules.
The architecture of the On-orbit supervisor was easy to use for constructing
the demonstration system. The separation of "when" to apply knowledge
and "how" to perform a task provided by the triggers and KSs, respectively,
of the blackboard architecture simplifies the problem of controlling execution
in the supervisors. This style easily permits using different KSs depending
on the current context. KSs used in non-critical mission phases will not be
triggered in critical mission phases. However, the drawback of the triggers
is the overhead that they incur if the blackboard control becomes overly
complicated. A simple control does not hinder performance while permitting
the flexibility and adaptability of the blackboard to be used to efficiently
solve problems.
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Scenario - Monitor Execution to Use Torque Motor when Power Sufficient

System Supervisor
KS: Planning - Maintain new attitude

System Supervisor
KS: Planning - Parameters selected

Attitude Supervisor

PowerSuperisorKS: 
Plannng - Select ActuatorPower Supervisor

KS: Query - Battery & Power Levels

Attitude Supervisor
KS: Planning - Selecting Actuator
(reaction jet)
(use torque motor when power sufficent

Attitude Supervisor
KS: Execution - Executing & Monitoring

Attitude Supervisor
KS: Execution - Get power level

Power Supervisor

KS: Query - Power level

Attitude Supervisor
KS: Execution - Power level high enough
for torque motor

Attitude Supervisor
KS: Execution - Switch to torque motor

Attitude Supervisor
KS: Execution - Executing & Monitoring

Figure 6: Scenario 1
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Scenario - Failure Detection, Isolation & Recovery

System Supervisor
KS: Planning - Maintain new attitude
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Attitude Supervisor
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Figure 7: Scenario 2
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